KAG Safety Rail
Using breakthrough technology and ingenious design, our KAG Safety Rail is simply your smartest
step in safety.
With its unique swage design (or twist pattern), it
contours to the shape of a closed hand to dramatically

Our fully patented technology transforms a conventional

The KAG Safety Rail is also available with
encased fibre-optical LED lighting to
provide added safety underground and at
night. Services such as water, electrical,
air/gas and data can be safely concealed

round tube into the uniquely contoured KAG Safety

inside the rail.

reduce the risk of ‘slip and fall’ injuries. Unlike smooth rails
that become slippery when wet, the KAG Rail provides
real grip – whether it’s dry, wet or greasy.

Rail. This changes its shape so it ‘fits’ any-sized hand to
provide a new standard in grip and confidence.

Proven * to increase grip by up to

80 %

in wet
conditions

160 %

in dry
conditions

300

in oily
conditions

Maximises hand grip on ladders, work platforms, stairs,
grab rails, balustrading and walkways in all conditions.

Improves everyday stability and sudden safety support
for passengers on public transport and water vessels.

Minimises slips, accidents, injuries and strains.

Enhances safety on barriers, gantries, catwalks
and platforms to help prevent falls from heights

Provides reliable and critical assistance in
emergency situations.
including shower rails, toilet rails, handicap rails,
and bed rails.

%

underground ladderways.
Assists climbing into heavy machinery and vehicles.

ABECK Group 4 Monterey Road , Dandenong, VIC 3175
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*Independently tested by Queensland University of Technology

1800 236 337
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The smartest solutions for
maximum safety and wellbeing

Ingenious safety solutions that work

Raising
Acusafe’s
theKAG
barSafety Rail

Real safety in the real world

Acusafe develops the smartest solutions to maximise safety and wellbeing on worksites and in
buildings, facilities, public transport, vehicles and vessels.

At
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Our intuitive products are ideal for a wide range of applications
and industries, including:

We pinpoint complex and challenging safety issues with smart,
Our innovative fixtures and fittings are designed to
outperform ‘standard’ products through inspired design
backed by outstanding quality and versatility.

With its unique
swage
(or twisttraditional
pattern), it alternatives.
quality
solutions
thatdesign
outperform

Rail. This changes its shape so it ‘fits’ any-sized hand to

health and aged care (hospitals; nursing homes)

contours to the shape of a closed hand to dramatically

provide a new standard in grip and confidence.

mining, resources and energy (mine sites; oil, gas and power stations)

reduce the risk of ‘slip and fall’ injuries. Unlike smooth rails

Practical
inspiration
that become
slippery when wet, the KAG Rail provides

Our solutions are based on years of research and

realUnique
grip – whether
it’s dry, wet
or greasy.
and progressive
solutions
built on research,
product development and a deep understanding of
Our fully patented technology transforms a conventional
real applications, environments and users.
round tube into the uniquely contoured KAG Safety

development, including world-first safety rails
contoured to the shape of a closed hand for superior
support and control.
They work because they focus precisely on the intended

Proven results in wide-ranging conditions

purpose and environment, including everyday challenges,

All products are independently tested for quality

potential emergencies and changing conditions.
Importantly, they are driven by the specific behaviour

Demonstrated performance for real customers.

and needs of users.

Versatility
Flexibility to suit a wide variety of applications
and environments.
Custom fabrication available.

The KAG Safety
is also available with encased fibreSimplicity
andRail
style

optical LED lighting to provide added safety underground
Easy to install.
and at night. Services such as water, electrical, air/gas and
Meet
Australian inside
regulations
and standards.
data
canor
beexceed
safely concealed
the rail.
Modern and stylish aesthetics.

Clean and hygienic
Easy to clean, helping prevent the spread of bacteria.
Meet infection control standards for health and agedcare facilities.

Sustainability
VOC friendly nature of stainless steel.
100% recyclable.

Quality and durability

Proven to increase grip by up to 80% in wet,
up to 160% in dry and up to 300%
Premium materials, rigorous quality control
and testing.
in oily conditions.
Australian-designed.
Built to withstand tough conditions and
demanding use.

How we deliver superior safety
At Acusafe, we simply think outside the square to pinpoint the unique features that will maximise
whenever it’s needed.

for passengers on public transport and ships.

From major construction projects to hospital showers,

Our practical insight and client focus brings incredible

our solutions help prevent accidents, injuries and muscle

versatility, with custom fabrication available, and a choice

Maximises hand grip on ladders, work platforms, stairs,
grab rails, balustrading and walkways in all conditions.

strains while boosting comfort and ease. They are proven

of materials and sizes to suit your needs.

Minimise slips, accidents, injuries and strains.

Enhances safety on barriers, gantries, catwalks and
platforms to help prevent falls from heights on

Provides reliable and critical assistance in emergency
situations.

Assists climbing into heavy machinery and vehicles.

through independent testing and trusted use across
Australia and the world every day of the year.
All our products are subject to exceptional quality control
ongoing value and peace-of-mind. Simple to install and
easy to clean, they meet infection control standards
for health and aged-care facilities, as well as Australian
building and safety regulations.

including shower rails, toilet rails, handicap rails, and
bed rails.
Improves everyday stability and sudden safety support

construction, manufacturing, industrial use (work sites; factories)
ships / boats (naval, cruise, coastguard)
transport / aviation (public transport; airplanes)
community facilities and recreation (swimming pools,
sporting facilities, recreation precincts)
education (schools, colleges and universities)

